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The characteristics of a country's population can shape its long-term social, economic, and political foundations; thus, understanding a nation's demographic profile indicates its development prospects.

The population of the DR Congo is made up of 40 ethnic groups and a wide variety of sub-groups.[1] This diversity is an important factor in political, social and cultural terms and has evolved into an important source of tensions and conflicts in the country. The population is predominantly animist and Christian while French is the official language. The other major recognised and spoken national languages are Kikongo (in the west), Lingala (in Kinshasa and the northwest), Swahili (in the east) and Tshiluba (in the south centre).[2]

The fertility rate in the DR Congo was 5.9 children per woman in 2019, down from its average level of 6.7 in the 1990s. With one of the highest fertility rates in the world — it is currently ranked third globally after Niger (6.9) and Somalia (6.1) — the DR Congo’s population is rapidly growing. The growth rate in 2019 was about 3.2%, making it the fifth highest in terms of population growth in Africa. Its total population was estimated at 89.5 million in 2020, and the country ranks third in Africa after Nigeria and Ethiopia in population size.

The fertility rate is not homogenous across the country. According to the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) 2013/2014, Kinshasa has the lowest fertility rate with 4.2 children per woman. The highest fertility rate is recorded in Kasai Occidental with 8.2 children per woman. The urban areas have a lower fertility rate (5.4) compared to the rural areas (7.3).

The fertility rate also varies according to the level of education and wealth of the mother. The average number of children per woman with at least a secondary education is 2.9, and 7.4 for a woman with no education. The average number of children per woman in the poorest households is 7.6 while it is 4.9 in the wealthiest households. [3] Modern contraception use is about 20% and varies according to the level of education. For instance, it is 19% among women with at least secondary education while it is only 4% among women with no education.[4]

On the Current Path, the total fertility rate in the DR Congo is expected to be 3.4 in 2050. This will be above the averages for sub-Saharan Africa (2.9) and low-income countries globally (2.8) in 2050 (Chart 3). The country will then have the sixth highest fertility rate in the world.
On the Current Path, the total population of the DR Congo is estimated to double by 2045 and overtake Ethiopia from 2050 to become the second most populous country in Africa after Nigeria (Chart 4).
The high population growth in the DR Congo goes hand-in-hand with rapid urbanisation. In 2019, 45% of the population was living in urban areas and it is projected to reach 64% in 2050.[5] As a result of this rapid urbanisation, Kinshasa, the capital city with its population estimated at 12 million in 2016 and an annual growth rate of about 5.1%, is projected to be home to 24 million people by 2030. It will become the most populous city in Africa, ahead of Cairo and Lagos.[6]

This is likely to pose huge challenges without proper urban planning and management and if the creation of employment opportunities for urban youth is not achieved. Nearly 75% of the urban population in the DR Congo live in slums. This is 15 percentage points higher than the average for sub-Saharan Africa.[7]

One of the important aspects of a nation's population is the age structure because it can contribute to or delay economic growth and progress in human development. The share of the working-age population (15 to 64 years) is currently 51% of the total population, and it is projected to be 60% in 2050.

About 46% of the country's population is under the age of 15. This means that a large portion of the population is dependent on the small workforce to provide for its needs. The population under 15 years is expected to decline but will still constitute about 36% of the population in 2050. The share of the elderly (65 and above) has been stable over time — it is about 3% — and it is projected to reach 3.6% in 2050.

When the ratio of the working-age population to dependent is 1.7:1 or more, countries often experience more rapid growth provided the growing number of workers can be absorbed by the labour market. This is an easy way in which to measure a country's demographic dividend.
On the Current Path, the ratio of the working-age population to dependents will only be at 1.2:1 in 2030 and 1.5:1 in 2050, below the threshold ratio of 1.7:1 that a country needs to reap the demographic dividend. The DR Congo only gets to this positive ratio at around 2060, implying that it will achieve its demographic dividend almost a decade later than the average for low-income countries globally.

Empirical studies have shown that the demographic dividend contributed significantly to the East Asian countries’ economic miracle, however, the demographic change was not something that happened automatically but rather the result of demographic policies. For instance, these countries improved access to contraceptive services and encouraged couples to have fewer children through incentives.[8] Therefore, appropriate policies need to be implemented by DR Congo authorities to stimulate the demographic transition and to reap the demographic dividend.

The DR Congo also has a large youth bulge at 49%. A youth bulge is defined as the percentage of the population between 15 and 29 years old relative to the population aged 15 and above. In addition to the requirement for more spending on education, health services and job creation, large numbers of young adults can positively influence change in a country. Events such as the Arab Spring and social unrest in Chile and Sudan have shown that large numbers of young adults, particularly males without employment or job prospects, can carry the seeds for socio-political instability but they also have the potential of youth activism leading to positive political changes in a country.

Without the design and implementation of sound demographic policies aimed at bringing down the current high fertility
rate, the rapidly growing population in the DR Congo is a significant obstacle to the country’s progress towards economic prosperity and decent human development.
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